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1957 Pioneer Awards in Aeronautical and
Navigational Electronics

The Awards Committee of the Professional
Group on Aeronautical and Navigational Electron-
ics (PGANE) has named two persons for its annual
Pioneer Award for 1957, Dr. Lawrence A. Hyland
and Prof. Alessandro Artom.
The citation for the 1957 Pioneer Award to Dr.

Hyland is in recognition of his direct contributions
to aeronautical and navigational electronics through
research and inventions in the fields of direction
finding, altimetry, ignition shielding, and radar,
and also his indirect contributions through his long
and effective direction of research and develop-
ment efforts in these fields.
The citation for the 1957 Pioneer Award to

Prof. Artom is in continuation of the practice
started in 1956 by the PGANE Awards Committee
of including posthumous awards. At the same time,
it marks the result of the first opportunity that the
Awards Committee has had to consider foreign
personalities for its annual awards. Prof. Artom's
name has been added to the roster of Pioneer
Award winners in recognition of his basic studies,

beginning after the turn of the century in Italy,
of the directional properties of radio transmission
and reception, and his application of the principles
to fundamental devices and methods for practical
direction-finding procedures.

Since most members have not had an oppor-

tunity to see the plaque that accompanies the
Pioneer Award, the plaque of Lewis M. Hull, the
1955 Pioneer Awardee, is shown above. More de-
tails on the lives and works of Dr. Hyland and
Prof. Artom are given in the biographical sketches
on the following pages.

The Awards Committee takes this opportunity
to express its sincere thanks to Robert I. Colin of
the Federal Telecommunication Laboratories,
Nutley, N. J. Mr. Colin performed the historical
research and wrote the excellent biographical
sketches on the PGANE Pioneer Awards winners
for 1956 and for 1957.

Peter C. Sandretto, Chairman
Pioneer Awards Committee
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Biographies of Pioneer Award Winners
Lawrence A. Hyland was born in Woodlawn, Nova Scotia, on

August 26, 1897. He came to the United States in 1899 and became
naturalized in 1919. After attending Boston University, he entered

the U. S. Army in 1917 as radio
sergeant and saw overseas service in
the next two years. In 1920, he
transferred to the U. S. Navy as
chief radioman in the Aviation
Branch, serving at the Naval Air
Station, Pensacola, Fla., and on the
USS Marblehead, remaining in this
service for sixyears. In 1921, Hyland
participated in the first blind landing
of a flying boat by radio.

In 1926, Dr. Hyland joined, in
civilian capacity, the Naval Research
Laboratory at Anacostia, and was

assigned to the Aviation Section of
the Radio Division, first as assistant,
then as associate radio engineer. He
remained with NRL until 1932. He

L. A. HYLAND founded the Radio Research Co. of
Washington, D. C., and was vice-

president of that company until 1937, when it became affiliated with
the Bendix Aviation Corp. of Detroit. Dr. Hyland served as general
manager of the Radio Division of Bendix until 1940, then had duties
as Washington representative and as executive engineer. From 1949
to 1954, he was vice-president of Bendix Aviation Corp., first in
charge of research, then of engineering. Since 1954, Dr. Hyland has
been associated with the Hughes Aircraft Co., Culver City, Calif.,
where he currently has the position of vice-president and general
manager.

At the Naval Research Laboratory, some very fundamental
pioneering work in aviation electronics was done, in which Dr.
Hyland participated actively. His first assignment was to investigate
ignition system interference to aircraft radio communications. During
the two-year study, which included a wide variety of approaches, the
essential facts were systematically determined. The conclusion was
reached that complete shielding of the engine's ignition system was
essential to suppress ignition interference. This required, among other
things, the invention and proper application of shielded spark plugs.
Satisfactory samples of these were built and the first test flight with a
completely shielded ignition system was made on June 26, 1928. On
this flight, Hyland was radio operator aboard the aircraft, with Lt.
(now Admiral) George DeBaun as pilot. This flight marked perhaps
the first relatively noise-free flight communication demonstration in
aviation history. Without suppression of ignition noise, the great
use of radio aids in aircraft for communications and navigation,
practically a necessity for modern air traffic, could not have been
possible. The results of Hyland's ignition shielding investigations
have been published.' As a result of these investigations, an integrat-
ing vacuum tube voltmeter was developed which found great practi-
cal application in connection with noise measurements in direction
finding, rain static, etc.

Following the ignition shielding work, Dr. Hyland was assigned
the problem of determining the electrical characteristics of aircraft
trailing antennas. The specialized measuring equipment used in these
investigations was designed and developed by Hyland. The work was
described in a paper2 which was used as a reference standard by
antenna investigators for several years.

Dr. Hyland's next assignment had to do with direction finders,
both at medium frequencies and at the then new region of vhf. The
results3included several successful new applications of radio direction
finding, useful both for civil and military purposes. For this accom-
plished, he received a special beneficial award from the U. S. Navy.

I'Ignition shielding for radio operation,' Aviation, voL. 26, p. 886; March 23,1929.
2 'The constants of aircraft trailing antennas," PROC. IRE, vol. 17, pp. 2230-

2241; December, 1929.
a'Radio direction finding, Aviation, vol. 24, p. 32; January 2, 1928.

During the direction finding investigations by Dr. Hyland at
NRL, certain phenomena were noticed, which when analyzed proved
to be due to reflections of radio energy from the airplane structure.
These effects were followed up and became the foundation from
which radar, in all its later great ramifications, was developed. At
NRL at this time, Dr. Hyland was associated with other great per-
sonalities responsible for the pioneering work in radar, including A. H.
Taylor and L. C. Young. For reasons of military security, no public
notice of this activity was permitted until about 15 years later,
after the war. In 1950, Dr. Hyland received the U. S. Navy's highest
civilian honor, the Distinguished Service Public Award, for "great
service to science and to the welfare of the United States through his
early contributions to the development of radar." Related to radar,
Dr. Hyland also worked on absolute or radio altimeters, and pub-
lished a paper concerning his work in this field.4

Attesting to Dr. Hyland's pioneering work of major rank in air-
borne and navigational electronics, he has been issued some 40
patents, ranging through the fields of aircraft power supplies, regula-
tors for aircraft generators, ignition shielding, direction finding, an-
tennas, radio altimetry, and radar. His basic shielded spark plug
patent is No. 1,950,408, issued March 13, 1934. Basic patents on
radio altimetry and radar, issued jointly to Hyland, Taylor, and
Young, are No. 1,979,297, issued November 6,1934 and No. 1,981,884,
issued November 27, 1934.

Dr. Hyland has advanced the development and application of air-
borne and navigational electronics in other ways. In his several tech-
nical executive positions with Radio Research, Bendix Aviation, and
Hughes Aircraft, he has fruitfully promoted and directed the research
and development efforts of other engineers and scientists. His back-
ground of accomplishment and experience in the field has also been
influential through his responsible positions in technical committees
and societies. Since 1948, Dr. Hyland has been a member of the
Guided Missiles Committee of the Research and Development
Board, and he is a member of the Administration of Research Ad-
visory Committee, the Institute of Radio Engineers, the Scientific
Research Society of America, the American Nuclear Society, the Soci-
ety of Naval Engineers, the Society of Automotive Engineers, and the
Board of Harboar Commissioners of the City of Los Angeles.

In addition to the two Navy awards to Dr. Hyland mentioned
previously, other honors have been awarded in recognition of his ac-
complishments in radio. In 1954, he received the honorary degree of
Doctor of Engineering from the Lawrence Institute of Technology.
In 1955, Dr. Hyland was elected a Fellow of the Institute of Radio
Engineers for his 'contributions to aircraft direction finding and his
effective direction of research."6 Dr. Hyland presently resides in Los
Angeles, Calif.

4 "True altitude meters," Aviation, vol. 25, p. 13; October 27, 1928.
a PROC. IRE, vol. 43, p. 498; April, 1955.

Alessandro Artom was born in Asti, Italy, on May 6, 1867. In
1889, he was graduated from the 'Scuola di Applicazione per gli
Ingegneri," later called the Polytechnic Institute of Turin, and sub-
sequently worked as assistant to the noted physicists, Ferraris and
Grassi.

Following Marconi's developments in the new art of wireless,
Artom devoted himself primarily to this subject. He founded the first
Italian school of electrical communications, the "Scuola Superiore di
Communicazioni Elettriche" at the Polytechnic Institute of Turin.
He taught there for over 20 years, and was the first to hold the pro-
fessor's chair in the subject of radio telegraphy and related sciences.
In addition to his teaching, he carried on fundamental and fruitful
research in wireless, published many papers, and made many inven-
tions, covered by patents in Italy and other countries. Prof. Artom's
developments were tested and adopted by the Italian Navy, to which
he had made a gift of all his findings, and which had appointed him as
Scientific Consultant.

In the years 1900-1940, Prof. Artom's studies and experiments
were concerned chiefly with the directional properties of wireless
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transmission and reception. His work in this field places him among
the group of pioneers who during this period laid the foundations of
the application of wireless to direction finding. The first impetus for

seeking directional radio systems
was not for direction finding, but
for much the same reasons that di-
rectional characteristics are applied
even at present to point-to-point
communication systems. That is,
directional systems improve the
range of service, reduce interference
from unwanted stations, and reduce
interference from atmospheric noise.
Such objectives were especially
sought after in the early days of wire-
less because the transmitters were
weak, the receivers were insensitive,
and tuning was broad.

Around the turn of the century,
a number of early experimenters pro-
posed and tested various methods of

A. ARTOM achieving directional transmission
and reception. Marconi used the so-

called bent antenna, Braun used horizontal or slightly inclined an-
tennas. Zenneck used parasitic or reflector antennas, and Brown,
Blondel, and Stone-Stone used spaced antennas separated by the
order of a half-wavelength. All these expedients were effective, and
are indeed in use at the present, in more advanced form, for obtaining
a fixed directivity as is sufficient for point-to-point communication
systems. It was early recognized that a useful by-product of di-
rectional wireless would be its use for position determination and
navigation, initially for ships and later for aircraft. For radiolocation
and navigation purposes, however, some form of variable or rotatable
radio directivity is required. At the long wavelengths employed in
early radio systems, antenna dimensions were necessarily large and
it was not practical to obtain variable directivity by the methods
mentioned above.

The great contribution of Prof. Artom to navigational electronics
is that he initiated and actively pursued a course of study and ex-
perimentation which, more or less directly through his own inventions
and through the inventions of his associates and followers, led to two
fundamental concepts in practical direction finding. These are the
principles of the loop antenna and of the radiogoniometer. The so-
called closed-circuit, frame, or loop antenna produces directional
effects without requiring large size regardless of the wavelength em-
ployed, and hence may be easily moved or rotated. The radiogoniom-
eter goes one step further and permits the effective direction of
transmission or reception to be varied or rotated without requiring
movement of the antennas. Loops and radiogoniometers have been
used in numerous applications even through the present; some illus-
trations are ground, marine, and aircraft direction finders, the four-
course radio ranges, the VOR, and other modern navigational sys-
tems.

For his contributions to wireless, Prof. Artom has obtained wide
recognition in Italy, but in other countries there appears to exist a
certain degree of obscurity regarding his work. Space does not permit
anything but a brief account of the highlights of his scientific career
in this article, prepared from consultation of the appended list of
references.

Prof. Artom's starting point was the idea of obtaining directional
waves in wireless telegraphy by a process analogous to the known
phenomena of plane, circular and elliptical polarization in optics.
Similarly, he attempted in wireless to combine radiations different
in phase and other respects. From 1904 to 1906, Prof. Artom was
issued six patents on this subject in the United States. Corresponding
patents and many others were issued in Italy, France, Germany, and
England. Artom's first U. S. Patent was No. 770,668, filed January 3,
1903 and issued September 20, 1904. Some quotations from this
patent follow.

'As is well known, in wireless telegraphy hitherto an oscilla-
tory discharge has been commonly employed to produce ordinary
electromagnetic waves, and I am well aware that circularly or
elliptically polarized waves can be obtained by forcing the said
ordinary electromagnetic waves to pass through prisms of wood

(so refracting them) or through metallic grids (so reflecting
them); but it is impossible to use practically said waves obtained
by these means on account of the too great loss of energy which
is absorbed by such means in passing through them.

"My present invention has for its object the production and
composition of two or more oscillatory discharges of different
phase and direction (which operation has never been hitherto
obtained directly) in order to directly produce elliptically or
circularly polarized electric radiations without a great loss of
energy, said radiations being therefore capable of transmitting
signals through space."

Artom's arrangement as shown in the patent diagram comprises
two pairs of "aerial conductors" at right angles connected to separate
"discharge conductors" (spark gaps), the latter connected up with
condensers so as to produce phase differences in their separate os-
cillations. The purpose of the arrangement is described by Artom as
follows:

"The substantial feature of my present invention is that el-
liptically or circularly polarized electromagnetic waves are
directly produced and transmitted in a predetermined direction
and that greater energy is transmitted in this direction."

The other U. S. patents of Artom relate to changes and improve-
ments in the circuits and in the shape of the antennas, such as an-
tennas with crossed members in the shape of a vertical X, or dia-
mond or round-shaped elements in the vertical plane.

A later and well-known development of Prof. Artom was the
"triangular" antenna. A description exists in his French patent No.
378,187, filed May 27, 1907 and issued August 2, 1907. The patent
diagram shows two radiating conductors inclined toward each other
in the vertical plane like an inverted V with the vertex not quite
closed. The bottoms of the conductors are connected to opposite ends
of a coil which is capacitatively or inductively coupled to the trans-
mitter or receiver. The radiating system amounts virtually to a
triangular shaped frame or loop antenna. In this patent Prof. Artom
explains (translated from the French):

"This invention relates to a directional system of wireless
telegraphy intended to emit and to receive waves principally in a
predetermined direction.

"This end is obtained by the employment, at each transmitting
and receiving station, of 'closed oscillating circuits' which are, ac-
cording to the experiments of the inventor, susceptible of trans-
mitting or receiving waves whose principal direction is in the plane
of said circuits. As one may control the direction of the plane of
circuits, one may consequently control the direction of the waves.

"One must consider as 'closed oscillating circuit' any geometri-
cal shape of circuit, regular or irregular, of which the dimensions
are independent of the wavelength employed."

Prof. Artom's various ideas on obtaining directional wireless
effects, both for greater range in point-to-point communications and
for direction finding purposes, were tried out in experiments con-
ducted by him for and with the Italian Navy. Around 1905, his
triangular antenna system was used for actually determining the
position of transmitting stations on land and on vessels.

Regarding the radiogoniometer invention, a certain amount of
controversy exists. Such a situation, however, is not uncommon in
the history of radio; Marconi, Stone-Stone, Lodge, Armstrong,
deForest, to name a few of the great names in radio, have been in-
volved in noted priority and patent controversies, in many cases
still argued or settled in a legal sense only after protracted court
actions. The strange thing about the goniometer controversy is that,
in English language books and articles on radio at least, there is
practically no discussion, or even allusion, to a priority question on
what is a very important radio navigational device. It may therefore
here be apropos, and of some general historical interest, to give the
following brief review of the documented facts, omitting any at-
tempts to judge the issue.

In English language books and articles on radio, the invention of
the radiogoniometer is commonly ascribed to be the joint work of
Ettore Bellini and Alessandro Tosi. Bellini and Tosi were well-known
Italian radio personalities, formerly connected with the Italian
Navy, Bellini as a civilian electrical engineer and Tosi as an officer;
they were associated with Prof. Artom in his early directional wire-
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less experiments with the Italian Navy. In later years Bellini and
Tosi resided and worked in France. The Bellini-Tosi goniometer
patents are often cited.

Bellini-Tosi hold joint patents on the radiogoniometer as follows:
England, No. 21,299 and No. 21,299A, filed September 25, 1907 and
issued May 7, 1908, and United States, No. 943,960 and No. 945,440,
filed October 1, 1907 and issued December 21, 1909 and January 4,
1910 respectively.

However, patents on the radiogoniometer are issued to Prof.
Artom as follows: Italy, No. 88,766, filed April 11, 1907 and issued
April 23, 1908; France, No. 378,176, filed May 27, 1907 and issued
August 2, 1907, and Germany, No. 203,139, filed June 11, 1907 and
issued September 30, 1908.

Examination of the text and the diagrams of all seven patents
mentioned above indicates that they refer to the identical device, in
purpose, construction, and operation. There is described an arrange-
ment of two fixed coils at right angles, connected respectively to two
antennas which have directional patterns at right angles. In the
electromagnetic field of the two fixed coils, there is a movable coil
which is connected to a transmitter or to a receiver. By rotating the
movable coil, its coupling relative to the fixed coils is altered; and by
the principles of vectorial composition and resolution, the net effect
is the same as if one directional antenna were rotated.

The principle of the simple, elegant device known as the radio-
goniometer has been very useful; it is one of the fundamental devices
in the radio-navigation art. Bellini-Tosi have become very well
known in France, England, and the United States for their accom-
plishments related to practical direction-finding systems based on
the goniometer. There is some indication that an Italian commercial
syndicate took over commercial rights to the wireless inventions aris-
ing out of the work of Artom-Bellini-Tosi, and in some manner con-
trolled the matter of patent filings in different countries. Authorita-
tive Italian publications consulted (see Appendix) ascribe the
goniometer invention to Prof. Artom. A statement has been pub-
lished [9] which makes reference to Italian court actions in this mat-
ter, according to which it was judged that "the inventions relating to
triangular antennas and the radiogoniometer belong to the intellec-
tual patrimony of Professor Artom."

Of possible significance in the matter are certain of Prof. Artom's
earlier patents on antennas, notably English patent No. 19,805, filed
September 5, 1906 and issued June 13, 1907. This patent does not
cover the radiogoniometer either in purpose or in principle, but its
text and drawings describe certain arrangements which might be
considered to appear suggestive of some of the elements of a radio-
goniometer. The diagram shows an arrangement in which the an-
tenna is connected to opposite points on a fixed toroidal winding; the
transmitter or receiver is connected to a small coil which is induc-
tively coupled to the toroid and whose position around the toroid
may be varied for best effects. In another embodiment, the trans-
mitter or receiver is connected directly to the toroid winding by
sliding contacts. In both the Artom and the Bellini-Tosi radiogoniom-
eter patents, an alternative form of radiogoniometer construction
using direct coupling is illustrated. The antennas are connected to
four points on a toroid winding, and the transmitter or receiver is
coupled to the toroid winding by sliding contacts.

Without in any way detracting from any accomplishments of
Bellini-Tosi, it appears reasonable to include the name of Artom in
connection with the idea of the radiogoniometer, whether as joint
inventor or as one whose prior basic research in directional wireless
provided the groundwork for the invention. Commercial rights to the
radiogoniometer patents of both Bellini-Tosi and Artom were ac-
quired in 1912 by the Marconi Company of England.

Another early idea in direction finding proposed by Prof. Artom
is seen in his U. S. patent application No. 362,663, filed March 16,
1907 (filed in Italy on June 4, 1906 as serial No. 19,500). The idea
became known later as the "Hertzian Lighthouse." The application
diagram shows a plurality of directional antennas spaced at equal
angles around a circle. The transmitter or receiver is successively
connected to the individual directional antennas by means of a
rotating switch arrangement. Direction of transmission is determined
by determining which antenna produces the greatest signal strength.
The principle was tested by the Prussian Ministry of Public Works,
with the added feature of radiating different Morse code signals from
each antenna in order to identify its transmissions. Around 1912,
the idea was developed in Germany into a commercial equipment

known as the "Telefunken Compass." The idea lies at the root of a
number of omnidirectional radio range systems developed since.

Prof. Artom's U. S. patent No. 1,303,625, filed November 2, 1917
and issued May 13, 1919 describes a direct reading direction finder-
what would now be known as a radio compass or form of automatic
direction finder. In this invention, the currents from two directional
antennas at right angles are rectified and then applied respectively to
two coils which are fixed together at right angles, and pivoted so as
to be capable of rotation between the poles of a magnet, somewhat
as in a galvanometer. Prof. Artom states: "A graduation made once
for all shows exactly the direction from which the electric waves ar-
rive. "

Other researches by Prof. Artom through the years ranged
through the fields of dielectric properties, atmospheric electricity, and
meteorology. Prof. Artom was the recipient of many honors in Italy,
for his contributions to science and to the national defense; in Janu-
ary, 1927 the title of Baron was conferred upon him by the King of
Italy. Prof. Artom died in Rome on May 10, 1927.
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